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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Cisco packet voice and video digital signal processor 3
can be used for video mixing on a Cisco Integrated Router
Generation 2?
A. PVDM3-32
B. PVDM3-64
C. PVDM3-16
D. PVDM3-128
Answer: D
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
A service gateway lets resources in your VCN privately access
specific Oracle services, without exposing the data to an
internet gateway or NAT. The resources in the VCN can be in a
private subnet and use only private IP addresses. The traffic
from the VCN to the service of interest travels over the Oracle
network fabric and never traverses the internet.
To give your VCN access to a given service CIDR label, you must
enable that service CIDR label for the VCN's service gateway.
You can do that when you create the service gateway, or later
after it's created. You can also disable a service CIDR label
for the service gateway at any time.
For traffic to be routed from a subnet in your VCN to a service
gateway, you must add a rule accordingly to the subnet's route
table. The rule must use the service gateway as the target.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D

D. Option B
Answer: A
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